[Dependence of "macroscopic fluctuations" from cosmophysical factors. Spatial anisotropy].
It was shown in experiments with collimators that the changes with time in the shape of histograms constructed from the measurements of the alpha-activity of 239Pu microsamples depend on the direction of the flow alpha-particles. If the flow of alpha-particles was directed to the Polar Star, the dependence of the probability of the realization of histograms of similar shape on time disappeared. The measurements of alpha-particle flows directed to the East and West revealed a high probability of the repeated realization of histograms of similar shape in 1436 min, i.e., in a sederal day. A comparison of "west" and "east" histograms showed a high probability of the realization of similar "west" histograms 718 min (half a sideral day) later than "east" histograms. The results suggest that the shape of histograms depends on the pattern of the starry sky and the space-time inhomogeneity corresponding to this pattern.